
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of marketing
communications manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for marketing communications manager

Capable to deliver convincing presentations on products to sales, R&D,
marketing and senior staff
Supports national big box accounts to drive all aspects of marketing for these
key accounts
Leads development and execution of key marketing strategies, plans, and
tactics to drive Milgard awareness, preference, and loyalty, utilizing the full
marketing mix and a strong ROI mindset
Develops and manages external marketing and vendor partnerships
Champion and facilitate the use of Surgical and MSG marketing platforms
such as the web site, iPad platforms, PPT builder and other standardized
tools
Supervise MSG website, iPad "Engage" application and other platform
administration and content changes for Surgical business and other areas as
requested
Partner with other CMC disciplines on events & public relations
Provide writing, editing and creative design support for presentations and
promotional communications for Marketing, Sales, Training and Education
Groups with regard to MSG & Corporate messaging, branding and product
information
Oversee project management of annual tradeshows, national sales meeting
and other sales events marketing communications deliverables in a timely and

Example of Marketing Communications Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for marketing communications manager

Support the completion of financial details in support of various projects
Bachelor's degree in Marketing, Communications, English or related Liberal
Arts concentration
5-7 years of professional experience specifically in marketing with at least 3
years in an insurance, finance, securities or related industry or other highly
regulated field
Ability to research complex insurance, securities, and financial information
and distill down into easy-to-understand point-of-sale and training materials
Preference as Marcom Executive experience for at least 2 years in a mid sized
international chain hotel
Candidate must be of Malaysian nationality/citizenship


